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Abstract:Even though manufacturing factories are characterized by an high level of innovation, the efficiency of 
process’ production on this field suffers from the increasing competition due to low cost labor countries. Indeed, for 
manufacturing environments, nowadays it is essential having adequate capacity to achieve increasing output volume 
and decreasing production costs. 
In some cases the problem of mixed volumes and productions on assembly lines is faced through the application of 
either lean manufacturing principles, agile manufacturing ones or their combination. Literature has sought for 
assessing the relationship between lean manufacturing and agile manufacturing, focusing on practical cases involving 
US manufacturers, but no clear results have been achieved. Thus, the present work has a twofold aim: analyzing the 
current level of implementation of lean manufacturing principles and agile manufacturing onesamong Italian 
manufacturers and assessing the relationship among lean and agile with reference to the Italian context. 
In order to achieve such a challenging result, a survey involving Italian manufacturing companies is proposed. 
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1. Introduction 
Interest of companies in the application of lean 
manufacturing and agile manufacturing practices to 
improve their performance has grown in the last decades 
(Inman et al. 2011, Hallgren and Olhager 2009, 
Narasimhan et al. 2006) and researchers have long 
discussed the relationship between lean and agile 
paradigms.  
Naylor et al. (1999) first address the need to combine 
lean and agile paradigms and discuss them from a supply 
chain strategy point of view. By means of a case study the 
authors show that the paradigms are complementary 
within the correct supply chain strategy. Similarly, 
Christopher and Towill (2000) discuss the decoupling 
point as a practical way in which lean and agile coexist 
within a hybrid supply chain. 

Other researches focus on a single manufacturing 
enterprise point of view, rather than on supply chain. In 
fact, as according to Krishnamurthy and Yauch (2007) 
the combination of the two paradigms in a supply chain 
hinges on the fact that the lean manufacturers and agile 
ones operate at separate levels. Distinguishing the lean 
and the agile portions of the supply chain, lean and agile 
do not coexist at single enterprise level.  

According to Krishnamurthy and Yauch (2007) and 
Inman et al. (2011), with respect to lean and agile 
manufacturing, three different positions can be identified: 
considering them as distinct concepts that cannot coexist 
(e.g. Prince and Kay (2003) identify a decoupling point to 
separate lean and agile within the same manufacturing 
process), hereinafter Position1; considering them as 
mutually supportive strategies (e.g. in a seminal work by 
Yusuf et al. (1999) agile manufacturing is described as 
mutually compatible with lean), hereinafter Position2; 
considering lean as a precursor to agility (e.g. Brown and 
Bessant (2003) identify some lean manufacturing 

practices as introductory for agile manufacturing), 
hereinafter Position3. 

Narashimann et al. (2006) exhaustively discuss leanness 
and agility focusing their research on manufacturing 
plants. From a review of literature, the authors assess the 
substantial overlap in content of the two manufacturing 
paradigms together with the antecedence of lean 
manufacturing to agile manufacturing. In order to 
empirically validate the overlap and the antecedence, 
Narashimann et al. (2006) involve United States 
manufacturing plant managers by means of a survey and 
perform a confirmatory analysis. 

With reference to the research by Inman et al. (2011), the 
results of the survey involving hundreds of United States 
manufacturing plants do not support considering 
leanness, specifically just in time (JIT) implementation, as 
a precursor neither mutually supportive to agility, 
opposite to the results obtained by Narashimann et al. 
(2006). 

As a clear relationship between lean and agile 
manufacturing has not been discussed yet (Purvis et al. 
2014) and the researches have mostly involved United 
States manufacturers, the present work aims at 
investigating Italian manufacturing enterprises at a single 
plant level, and the objective relates to the following 
research questions:  

 RQ1: Which is the current level of 
implementation of lean manufacturing among 
Italian manufacturing enterprises? 

 RQ2: Which is the current level of 
implementation of agile manufacturing among 
Italian manufacturing enterprises? 

 RQ3: Which of the positions suggested by 
Krishnamurthy and Yauch (2007) characterize 
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the lean-agile relationship in the Italian 
manufacturing context? 

To respond the above defined research questions, a 
survey is developed, involving the evaluation of the state 
of implementation of lean and agile practices. 
 
The reminder of this paper is organized as follows: in 
Section 2 the background the present work refers to is 
presented, in Section 3 the methodology and the 
proposed survey are outlined, in Section 4 the expected 
results and concluding remarks are delineated. 
 

2. Background 
Since lean and agile paradigms were formalized, their 
definitions have been extensively discussed by 
researchers (Hallgren and Olhager 2009) and 
comprehensive literature reviews involving such topics 
can be found. Among the others, when defining lean and 
agile, the present work refers to the definitions provided 
by Narashimann et al. (2006) and supported by later 
literature: “production is lean if it is accomplished with 
minimal waste due to unneeded operations, inefficient 
operations, or excessive buffering in operations”, while 
“production is agile if it efficiently changes operating 
states in response to uncertain and changing demands 
placed upon it”. 
Concerning the three positions defined in the 
Introduction, the present research refers to the sound 
reviews of literature provided by Krishnamurthy and 
Yauch (2007) and Inman et al. (2011). 
 
Concerning the evaluation of the three positions 
suggested by Krishnamurthy and Yauch (2006), different 
approaches have been presented by literature.  
 
Inman et al. (2011) theorize, test and apply a structural 
model involving primary components of JIT, agility and 
both operational and firm performance. The authors 
assess the model by means of a survey. When assessing 
JIT, in particular the level of implementation of both JIT 
production and purchasing, the respondents are asked to 
point which practices they have implemented in their 
organization among 13 and 7, respectively. When 
assessing agility, the respondents are asked to indicate 
their degree of agreement with 10 statements concerning 
the capabilities necessary for firms to achieve agility (e.g. 
flexibility and quickness in responding to changes in 
customer demand) proposed by Sharifi and Zhang 
(2001). According to the JIT measurement scales 
provided by the authors, no indication about each 
practice level of implementation can be drawn from the 
survey. Moreover, with reference to measurement of 
agility, the capabilities are assessed from a qualitative 
point of view, instead of measuring them, e.g. flexibility 
and quickness, by means of quantitative measures. 
 
Narashimann et al. (2006) empirically examine the 
adoption of lean and agile configurations by means of a 
cluster analysis and collecting the data needed by means 
of a survey. Having established the existence of the lean 
and the agile clusters, the authors analyze the differences 

in manufacturing practices. Again, details about how and 
when each practice might have been pursued are missing, 
as the respondents are asked just to compare themselves 
to their industry average.   

3. Proposed methodology 
The present work aims at responding the research 
questions by means of a survey involving Italian 
manufacturing enterprises.  
 
In order to assure a complete analysis,the six impact 
areas defined by Panizzolo(1998) are involved by the 
questionnaire: manufacturing equipment and processes, 
shop floor management, new product development, 
supplier management, customer relations and workforce 
management. 
In order to consider all the 
tools/techniques/practices/procedures of lean 
manufacturing and agile manufacturing, a review of 
literature is performed and the summary of the collected 
contributes is reported in Appendix A, specifying for 
each tool/technique/practice/procedure the impact area 
and the related literature reference. 
In particular, among the others, an exhaustive list of lean 
elements implemented in the birthplace of TPS (Toyota) 
was found in the article of Gurumurthy and Kodali 
(2009). They use a benchmarking for assessing the lean 
manufacturing implementation in organizations and 
through a Gap Analysis they compare practice 
differences between the case organization and Toyota.  
Toni et al. (2005) incorporated the six impact areas in 
their survey, with representative and supporting practices 
and activities associated to each impact area. Their survey 
provides an instrument to assess both the number and 
the level of implementation of a broad range of lean 
practices by different organizations. Through that study 
the authors demonstrate that it is possible to empirically 
evaluate the application of lean practices to different 
manufacturing organizations. 
Moreover, the review refers to the work by Narasimhan 
et al. (2006), in particular to the results obtained by the 
conducted analysis.  
Furthermore, among the selected practices many are 
included in the agile manufacturing system developed by 
Gunasekaran (1999). 
 
As the performed review of literature provides 68 lean 
and agile tool/technique/practice/procedure and the 
survey length could affect the likelihood of obtaining a 
complete usable questionnaires from interviewed 
companies, reducing such a likelihood, the present 
research focuses on the most cited lean/agile 
tool/technique/practice/procedure. Thus, aiming at 
including in the survey only the most cited practices, 
seven ABC analyses are developed according to the 
Pareto law: one considering the totality of the identified 
tool/technique/practice/procedure, while each of the 
other six involves only 
thosetool/technique/practice/procedure belonging to 
the impact area under study. As the seven analyses are 
completed, an ABC-ABC matrix is drawn (Table 1), 
having in rows the classification from the ABC analysis 
involving the totality of the identified 
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tool/technique/practice/procedure (“General”) and in 
columns the results of the ABC classifications from the 
six analyses involving the identified practices divided by 
impact areas (“Impact Areas”). 
 
Table 1 ABC – ABC matrix 

 
 
The survey is structured in two sections, the first 
dedicated to enterprise information and the second one 
to the tool/technique/practice/procedure implemented 
by the companies.  
The unit of analysis in the present study is the set of 
small medium manufacturing companies extracted from 
AIDA Database. To each individual in the sample is 
outlined a cover letter describing the survey and ensuring 
anonymity of response. In order to get early feedback 
from practitioners on thequestionnaire, the involvement 
of some sample firms has started in July 2014. 
 
With reference to the fist section of the survey, enterprise 
information that could be of interest for analyzing 
respondents’ characteristics and, then,seeking for further 
relations not involved in the research questions are asked 
and divided in six areas. First, the external context of the 
enterprise, the industry it is competing in, is studied. 
Second, the internal context of the enterprise is learnt, 
asking questions about the size of the organization and 
its financial performance. Third, information about the 
main products are asked (e.g. percentage of 
customization available and mix of proposed products). 
As fourth, fifth and sixth, questions about the process 
efficiency (e.g. stock levels), effectiveness (e.g. quality and 
customer satisfaction) and time (e.g. interest in lead time). 
With reference to the second section of the survey, the 
respondent is asked to define the implementation of each 
tool/technique/practice/procedurein the company 
through a seven points scale. When defining the scale, 

Shah and Ward (2003) seeking for the relationship 
between contextual factors and the extent of 
implementation of lean practices, made their survey using 
a three point scale ((1) no implementation; (2) some 
implementation; (3) extensive implementation). The 
present research extends the scale by Shah and Ward 
(2003) whit four additional points, in accordance with a 
study conducted by Preston and Colman  (2000) 
considering objective indices such as reliability, validity 
and discriminating power but also subjective measures of 
respondents’ opinions about scale. Respondents may 
become frustrated and demotivated and the quality of 
their responses may decrease. The results suggested that 
rating scales with 7, 9, or 10 response categories are 
generally to be preferred.  
Thus, in order to take in account the different possible 
practices implementation levels, the adopted scale 
consists of the following seven points: (1) Never heard, 
(2) Idea of implementation, (3) Start-up phase just 
started, (4) Start-up phase, (5) used less than 1 year, 
(6)used between 1 and 3 years, (7) used more than 3 
years). 
 
According to the proposed methodology, the developed 
survey is outlined in Appendix B. The proposed 
questionnaire is edited in Italian, to ease the respondents 
its comprehension. 

4. Conclusions 
Before distributing the survey,the involvementof some 
sample firms to getearly feedback from practitionershas 
started in July 2014. Moreover, the present paper aims at 
receiving suggestions by academics as well, in order to 
validate or modify the proposed survey. 
 
With reference to future steps, after having either 
validated or modified the proposed survey, in October 
2014 the questionnaire distribution will start and, after a 
recall period, the majority of response are expected 
before February 2015. The analysis of the gathered 
dataaimed at responding the research questions is 
planned to be carried out between February 2015 and 
May 2015. In addition to theresearch questions outlined 
in the present work, due to the enterprise information 
requested by the survey, some variables (e.g. external 
context variables, such as the enterprise competing 
sector) can be studied as well to assess their influences on 
implemented practices.  
With reference to the data analyses, the convenience of 
using analysis of variance rather than a structural 
equation model is going to be evaluated. 
 

General A B C

JIT manufacturing Self-directed work team

TQM Variability reduction

HR training and involvement QFD

Continuous improvement

Group technology (Cellular Manufacturing)

Pull production/kanban

Parts standardization (Modularity)

Computer integrated Manufacturing(CAD CAM CAE)

TPM

Cross functional work force

Info sharing with suppliers

Concurrent engineering

Eliminate waste

Kaizen

Quick changeover techniques (SMED)

Sugestion schemes/ Employee Empowerment

Quality certification supplier

DFX

Cycle time reduction

Elimination of buffer

Error proofing (poka yoke)

Uniform workload

Competititve benchmarking

Supplier reduction

Focused factory production

Lot size reduction

Production smoothing/heijunka/mixed model

Quality certification manufactures

Standard operating procedures

Statistical process control

Customer linkages

Long term supplier relationship

Supplier evaluation 5S Reengineered production process

One piece flow Jidoka Delayed design specifications

Rolling Production plans Job rotation Cutomation

New process/equipment technologies Supplier training and developement

Storage space reduction Use of EDI with Suppliers

PDCA problem solving

Safety improvement program

Visual management

VSM

Flat organization structure

Supplier involvement in design

Supplier proximity

Job enlargement Successive checking

Process mapping Synchronization

Process sharing Takt calculations

Mantain spare capacity

Use of multiple small machine

Wip Reduction

Defect at source(self inspection)

Layout change or Ushaped cell

Long term employment

Rewards and recognition

C

Impact Areas

A

B
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Appendix A. Practices of lean and agile manufacturing 

 

 LEAN AGILE 
Citing articles 7 57 60 62 62 76 105 256 427 112 198 256 256 452 589 

Practices 
Zhou 
(2012) 

Toni L. 
Doolen 
and 
Maria E. 
Hacker, 

Hopp 
and 
Spearm
an 
(2004) 

McLach
lin 
(1997) 

Gurum
urty 
and 
Kodali 
(2009) 

Treville 
and 
Antona
kis 
(2006) 

Fullerto
n, 
McWatt
ers, 
Fawson 
(2003) 

Narasi
mhan 
(2006) 

Shah 
and 
Ward 
(2003)  

Prince 
and 
Kay 
(2003) 

Sharifi 
and 
Zhang 
(2001) 

Brown 
and 
Bessant 
(2003) 

Narasi
mhan 
(2006) 

Gunase
karan 
(1999) 

Yusuf et 
al. 
(1999) 

CUSTOMER 
RELATIONS 

 

Customer 
linkages 

           x x   

Cutomation     x           

SUPPLIER 
MANAGEMENT 

 

Info sharing 
with suppliers 

 x   x x      x x   

Quality 
certification 
supplier 

    x x x x        

Supplier 
reduction 

    x x  x        

Long term 
supplier 
relationship 

 x   x           

Supplier 
evaluation 

 x   x           

Supplier 
involvement in 
design 

    x           

Supplier 
proximity 

    x           

Supplier 
training and 
developement 

    x           

Use of EDI with 
Suppliers 

    x           

NEW PRODUCT 
DEVELOPMENT 

 

Parts 
standardizatio
n (Modularity) 

 x   x x    x  x x  x 

Concurrent 
engineering 

 x   x      x  x x  

Variability 
reduction 

x  x   x  x        

DFX  x   x x  x        

Reengineered 
production 
process 

    x    x       

QFD  x     x         

Delayed design 
specifications 

              x 

SHOP FLOOR 
MANAGEMENT 

 

JIT 
manufacturing 

 x  x x x x x x   x x x  

Group 
technology 
(Cellular 
Manufacturing) 

x x   x x x x x    x   

Pull 
production/ka
nban 

x x x  x  x x x     x  

Computer 
integrated 
Manufacturing(
CAD CAM CAE) 

    x     x x x x x x 

TPM x x   x x x x x       

Eliminate 
waste 

 x x   x x x        

Kaizen x x   x x  x        

Elimination of 
buffer 

  x  x x  x        

Lot size 
reduction 

 x   x    x       

Production 
smoothing/heij
unka/mixed 
model 

 x   x    x       

Standard  x   x x          
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operating 
procedures 

5S x    x           

Jidoka     x x          

Job rotation     x x          

New 
process/equip
ment 
technologies 

    x    x       

PDCA problem 
solving 

x    x           

Storage space 
reduction 

    x  x         

Wip Reduction     x x          

Defect at 
source(self 
inspection) 

    x           

Layout change 
or Ushaped cell 

    x           

Mantain spare 
capacity 

    x           

Use of multiple 
small machine 

    x           

MANUFACTURI
NG EQUIPMENT 
AND 
PROCESSES 

 

Process 
mapping 

x               

Process 
sharing 

    x           

Successive 
checking 

    x           

Synchronizatio
n 

    x           

Takt 
calculations 

    x           

One piece flow x    x           

Rolling 
Production 
plans 

    x x          

Safety 
improvement 
program 

    x    x       

Visual 
management 

x    x           

VSM x    x           

Continuous 
improvement 

x x x  x x x x x       

Quick 
changeover 
techniques 
(SMED) 

x x   x  x  x       

Cycle time 
reduction 

 x   x x   x       

Error proofing 
(poka yoke) 

x x   x x          

Focused 
factory 
production 

    x  x  x       

Quality 
certification 
manufactures 

    x x x         

Statistical 
process control 

 x   x x          

TQM x x  x x x x x x   x x   

WORKFORCE 
MANAGEMENT 

 

HR training 
and 
involvement 

 x  x x x  x x   x x  x 

Cross 
functional 
work force 

 x   x x x  x    x  x 

Sugestion 
schemes/ 
Employee 
Empowerment 

    x      x  x x x 

Uniform 
workload 

 x   x x x         

Self-directed 
work team 

    x x   x       

Flat 
organization 

    x x          
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structure 

Job 
enlargement 

    x           

Long term 
employment 

    x           

Rewards and 
recognition 

    x           

Competititve 
benchmarking 

x       x x    x   

 

Appendix B. Proposed survey 

Sezione 1 –Informazioni generali 
 
Q.1 Collocazione geografica:                                                                                                                                                           

□    Nord Italia                                 

□    Centro Italia                                  

□    Sud  Italia e Isole 
 
Q.2 Settore di appartenenza (Classificazione Istat): 

□ C10, Industrie alimentari 

□ C11, Industria delle bevande 

□ C12 
Industria del tabacco 

□ C13 
industrie tessili 

□ C14, Confezione di articoli di abbigliamento; 
confezione di articoli in pelle e pelliccia 

□ C15, Fabbricazione di articoli in pelle e simili 

□ C16, Industria del legno e dei prodotti in legno e 
sughero (esclusi i mobili); fabbricazione di articoli in 
paglia e materiali da intreccio 

□ C17, Fabbricazione di carta e di prodotti di carta 

□ C18, Stampa e riproduzione di supporti registrati 

□ C19, Fabbricazione di coke e prodotti derivanti dalla 
raffinazione del petrolio 

□ C20, Fabbricazione di prodotti chimici 

□ C21, Fabbricazione di prodotti farmaceutici di base e di 
preparati farmaceutici 

□ C22, Fabbricazione di articoli in gomma e materie 
plastiche 

□ C23, Fabbricazione di altri prodotti della lavorazione di 
minerali non metalliferi 

□ C24, Metallurgia 

□ C25, Fabbricazione di prodotti in metallo (esclusi 
macchinari e attrezzature) 

□ C26, Fabbricazione di computer e prodotti di 
elettronica e ottica; apparecchi elettromedicali, apparecchi 
di misurazione e di orologi 

□ C27, Fabbricazione di apparecchiature elettriche ed 
apparecchiature per uso domestico non elettriche 

□ C28, Fabbricazione di macchinari ed apparecchiature  

□ C29, Fabbricazione di autoveicoli, rimorchi e 
semirimorchi 

□ C30, Fabbricazione di altri mezzi di trasporto 

□ C31, Fabbricazione di mobili 

□ C32, Altre industrie manifatturiere 

□ C33, Riparazione, manutenzione ed installazione di 
macchine ed apparecchiature 
 

Q.3 Con riferimento al mercato Nazionale, come 
definireste la quota di mercato che copre la Vostra 
azienda rispetto al  Vostro principale competitor?                                                          

□ maggiore  

□ paragonabile  

□ inferiore  
 
Q.4Con riferimento al mercato Europeo, come 
definireste la quota di mercato che copre la Vostra 
azienda rispetto al  Vostro principale competitor? 

□ maggiore  

□ paragonabile  

□ inferiore  
 
Q.5 Numero di dipendenti(U.L.A. = Unità Lavorative 
Annue): 

□<50 U.L.A..  

□Tra 50 e 249 U.L.A. 

□> 249 U.L.A.  
 
Q.6 Fatturato annuo: 

□ ≤ 10 Milioni di Euro  

□ Tra 10 e 50 Milioni di Euro  

□> 50 Milioni di Euro  
 
Q.7 Indicare la strategia prioritaria della vostra 
azienda:  

□ Di costo  

□ Di qualità  

□ Di differenziazione 
 
Q.8 Come è variato il fatturato negli ultimi 3 anni? 

□< -20%             

□ Tra -20% e -1%             

□ Stabile  

□ Tra +1% e +20%             

□> +20% 
 
Q.9 Come è variato il numero di dipendenti in 
azienda negli ultimi 3 anni?                             

□< -20%             

□ Tra -20% e -1%             

□ Stabile             

□ Tra +1% e +20%             

□> +20% 
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Q.10 Numero di codici anagrafici (differenti prodotti 
finiti  gestiti dall’azienda): 

□ Tra 1 e 10                

□ Tra 11 e 100                  

□ Tra 101 e 1.000                 

□ Tra 1.001 e 10.000             

□ Tra 10.001 e 100.000                   

□ Tra 100.001 e 1.000.000                       

□> 1.000.000  
 
Q.11 Numero di nuovi codici  di prodotto finito  
all’anno: 

□ 0                    

□ Tra 1 e 10                      

□ Tra 11 e 20                      

□ Tra 21 e 50            

□ Tra 51 e 100                               

□ Tra 101 e 200                             

□> 200   
 
Q.12 Percentuale del fatturato  annuo totale investito 
in ricerca e sviluppo: 

□ 0%                

□ Tra 0% e 5%                  

□ Tra 5% e 10%                 

□ Tra 10% e 20%             

□ Tra 20% e 50%                          

□ Tra 50% e 90%                           

□> 90%  
 
Q.13  Dimensione del minor lotto di produzione 
appartenente ad un codice prodotto finito: 

□ Tra 1 e 10                

□ Tra 11 e 100                  

□ Tra 101 e 1.000                 

□ Tra 1.001 e 10.000             

□ Tra 10.001 e 100.000                   

□ Tra 100.001 e 1.000.000                       

□> 1.000.000   
 
Q.14 Dimensione del maggior lotto di produzione 
appartenente ad un codice prodotto finito: 

□ Tra 1 e 10                

□ Tra 11 e 100                  

□ Tra 101 e 1.000                 

□ Tra 1.001 e 10.000             

□ Tra 10.001 e 100.000                   

□ Tra 100.001 e 1.000.000                       

□> 1.000.000   
 
Q.15 Considerando i differenti prodotti finiti  gestiti 
dall’azienda, quale percentuale di questi è 
personalizzabile? (introduzione di 
caratteristiche/modifiche su richiesta del cliente)  

□ 0%           

□ Tra 0% e 10%           

□ Tra 10% e 50%           

□ Tra 50% e 90%           

□> 90% 
 
Q.18 Considerando “i prodotti finiti” che producono 
maggior fatturato, indicare il tempo medio  di 
permanenza dei prodotti finiti  in magazzino: 

□< 1giorno                                                

□ Tra 1 e 7 giorni                  

□ Tra 1 e 2 settimane                  

□ Tra 2 settimane e 1 mese                        

□ Tra 1 e 6 mesi                    

□ Più di 6 mesi   
 
Q.19 Indiqcare il tasso medio di saturazione delle 
linee di produzione: 

□< 20%           

□ Tra 20% e 50%           

□ Tra 50% e 80%           

□ Tra 80% e 90%           

□> 90% 
 
Q.20 Indicare la percentuale di ritardi nelle 
consegne: 

□ 0%                 

□ Tra 0% e 10%             

□ Tra 10% e 50%          

□ Tra 50% e 90%           

□> 90% 
 
Q.21 Percentuale di “prodotti finiti” soggetti a 
reclami del cliente dovuti a non conformità:  

□ 0%                 

□ Tra 0% e 10%             

□ Tra 10%e 50%          

□ Tra 50% e 90%           

□> 90% 
 
Q.22 Tempo medio che intercorre fra la 
formalizzazione di un ordine da parte del cliente/ il 
lancio di una commessa e il suo rilascio in 
produzione/progettazione: 

□< 1giorno        

□ Tra 1 giorno e 1 settimana        

□ Tra 1 settimana e due settimane        

□ Tra due settimane e 1 mese        

□>1 mese       
 
Q.25 Tempo medio di evasione di un reclamo: 

□< 1giorno                                                

□ Tra 1 e 7 giorni                  

□ Tra 1 e 2 settimane                  

□ Tra 2 settimane e 1 mese                        

□ Tra 1 e 6 mesi                    

□ Più di 6 mesi
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Sezione 3 – Pratiche  
Si indichi il livello di conoscenza/implementazione delle pratiche elencate di seguito:  

 

In relazione allo sviluppo di nuovi prodotti in che modo si rapporta con tali tecniche? 

 
In relazione al cliente come si rapporta con tale tecnica? 

 

In relazione alla gestione dei fornitori come si rapporta con tali tecniche? 

 
In relazione alla gestione dei fornitori come si rapporta con tali tecniche? 

 

L’ho solo 
sentita 

nominare 

Idea di 
implementa

zione 

In fase 
iniziale di 

implementa
zione 

In fase di 
implementa

zione 

Uso 
corrente 
da meno 
di 1 anno 

Uso 
corrente 
da più di 
1 anno e 

meno 
di 3 anni 

Uso 
corrente 
da più di 

3 anni 
Politica di riduzione di scorte e lead time (JIT) □ □ □ □ □ □ □ 

Gestione totale della qualità (TQM) □ □ □ □ □ □ □ 
Miglioramento continuo □ □ □ □ □ □ □ 

Suddivisione dei prodotti in famiglie           (Group 
Technology) / Produzione cellulare 

□ □ □ □ □ □ □ 

Produzione tirata dalla domanda (Pull) / Kanban □ □ □ □ □ □ □ 
Produzione assistita dal computer                    (CAD 

CAM CAE) 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ 

Manutenzione produttiva totale (TPM) □ □ □ □ □ □ □ 
Tecniche rapide di setup (SMED) □ □ □ □ □ □ □ 

Riduzione del tempo di 
ciclo 

□ □ □ □ □ □ □ 

Eliminazione del magazzino □ □ □ □ □ □ □ 
Implementazione di processi per prevenire 

difettosità / Poka Yoke 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ 

Riduzione della dimensione del lotto □ □ □ □ □ □ □ 
Livellamento del carico di produzione / Heijunka / 

Mixed model 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ 

Certificazione della qualità dei prodotti □ □ □ □ □ □ □ 
Standardizzazione delle procedure operative □ □ □ □ □ □ □ 

Controllo statistico del processo □ □ □ □ □ □ □ 

 

L’ho solo 
sentita 

nominare 

Idea di 
implementa

zione 

In fase 
iniziale di 

implementa
zione 

In fase di 
implementa

zione 

Uso 
corrente 
da meno 
di 1 anno 

Uso 
corrente 
da più di 
1 anno e 

meno 
di 3 anni 

Uso 
corrente 
da più di 

3 anni 
Design for X: Utilizzo di metodi di progettazione al 
fine di migliorare la qualità , ridurre i costi e i tempi 

di realizzazione 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ 

Standardizzazione delle parti (VRP) □ □ □ □ □ □ □ 
Progettazione integrata di prodotto e processo 

produttivo 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ 

 

L’ho solo 
sentita 

nominare 

Idea di 
implementa

zione 

In fase 
iniziale di 

implementa
zione 

In fase di 
implementa

zione 

Uso 
corrente 
da meno 
di 1 anno 

Uso 
corrente 
da più di 
1 anno e 

meno 
di 3 anni 

Uso 
corrente 
da più di 

3 anni 
Utilizzo di metodi che misurino la soddisfazione e la 

fidelizzazione del cliente 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ 

 

L’ho solo 
sentita 

nominare 

Idea di 
implementa

zione 

In fase 
iniziale di 

implementa
zione 

In fase di 
implementa

zione 

Uso 
corrente 
da meno 
di 1 anno 

Uso 
corrente 
da più di 
1 anno e 

meno 
di 3 anni 

Uso 
corrente 
da più di 

3 anni 
Condivisione delle informazioni con il fornitore □ □ □ □ □ □ □ 

Certificazione di qualità del fornitore □ □ □ □ □ □ □ 
Riduzione del numero dei fornitori □ □ □ □ □ □ □ 

Relazione di lungo termine con i fornitori □ □ □ □ □ □ □ 

 

L’ho solo 
sentita 

nominare 

Idea di 
implementa

zione 

In fase 
iniziale di 

implementa
zione 

In fase di 
implementa

zione 

Uso 
corrente 
da meno 
di 1 anno 

Uso 
corrente 
da più di 
1 anno e 

meno 

Uso 
corrente 
da più di 

3 anni 
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di 3 anni 
Formazione e coinvolgimento del personale □ □ □ □ □ □ □ 

Collaborazione della forza lavoro □ □ □ □ □ □ □ 
Raccolta ed analisi di proposte e consigli della forza 

lavoro 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ 
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